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QUESTION 1

"P_Khan" has been added as a custodian in the Identification and Collection (IC) module and the same custodian has
been added to the case data "Parveen Khan". 

How can an administrator ensure the custodian is only listed once as \\'Parveen Khan\\' in the filter area in the document
review? 

A. copy the existing collected data to the \\'Parveen Khan\\' folder so they show as one name 

B. merge the custodians so they show as one name 

C. delete the "P_Khan" custodian and only use the "Parveen Khan" custodian name 

D. edit the custodian names in the Employee List so they show as one name 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What shows the lifecycle chart of a case and the different stages of collections through pre- processing, processing,
review, and production? 

A. Data Analytics page 

B. Review Dashboard 

C. Case Reports 

D. Activity Report 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer is notified of the possibility of legal action being taken on an ongoing matter. 

Which method should the company use to collect data over the duration of the case? 

A. perform an initial collection of the data and do a high level review 

B. perform an initial collection of the data and do a high level review, then configure a scheduled collection to collect
until the matter is resolved 

C. perform an initial collection of the data and do a high level review, then delete the collection if the review is fault free 

D. perform an initial collection of the data and do a high level review, then archive the data for future needs 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

Which two features of caching can be applied prior to a document review? (Select two.) 

A. it can be scheduled to stop at a desired time 

B. it can take the Case offline while the caching task is running 

C. it can be set to automatically retry previously timed out documents 

D. it can be set to automatically move the cached documents to a designated review folder 

E. it can lock production folders and produce when caching is complete 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

A legal team wants to perform a search that identifies the term "contract" in the subject field of a message except when
the word "concluded" is also in the subject field. 

Which query will provide the desired result? 

A. +(u_subject:contract)NOT(u_subject:concluded) 

B. +(u_subject:contract)-(u_subject:concluded) 

C. +(u_subject:contract)EXCEPT - (u_subject:concluded) 

D. +(u_subject_fld:contract)-(u_subject_fld:concluded) 

Correct Answer: B 
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